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## Privacy Session Overview

1. Update on Subcommittee Activities  
   Doug Richardson

2. Overview of “Big Data and Privacy” Report  
   Keith Clarke

3. Implications of Big Data and Privacy Report  
   Kevin Pomfret

4. Discussion/Next Steps  
   Group
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Activities since April NGAC Meeting

Subcommittee
- Meetings: April 29, May 12, June 5
- Compiled background materials and resources
- Developed initial outline for draft white paper addressing NGAC guidance
- Initial assessment of White House “Big Data and Privacy” Report

FGDC
- Scott Bernard (FGDC Vice Chair) identified OMB subject matter expert for geospatial privacy:
  - Kevin Herms, OMB Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs (OIRA)
- Initial FGDC dialogue with Kevin Herms & staff
Subcommittee Path Forward

Big Data and Privacy Report
- Presentation/discussion at June NGAC meeting – capture feedback & comments
- Summarize NGAC reactions to Report

Dialogue with OMB/FGDC
- Meet with Kevin Herms/FGDC staff
- Share feedback on Big Data Report
- Discuss Subcommittee white paper

Subcommittee White Paper
- Revise/update outline for white paper based on discussion with OMB/FGDC